Computer Scoring for Level 2 Booklets
NO HAND SCORING NEEDED

•

DETAILED TEST ANALYSIS

We now oﬀer computer scoring for Level 2 booklets of the 1970 CAT.
How it works: We disassemble and scan the en re booklet. Due to advances and tweaks in our mark reading program,
the computer can now read bubbles close to printed words with a high degree of accuracy. What this means for you is
a considerable me savings on scoring and the same type of detailed test analysis available for the upper levels of the
1970 CAT.
We do need more informa on about the student than the back of the booklet asks for, so we have designed labels to
go on the front. Please apply and complete the informa on labels we send with your order — see details below. Have
your students ﬁll out the bubbles in the booklets carefully and completely as they test, erasing any mistakes cleanly.
Make sure they do not make any extra marks inside the booklet. Any teacher markings inside the booklet should be
with red pen only, since red disappears when the booklets are scanned.
Why not Level 1? If you look through a Level 1 booklet, you will
Information labels required
no ce that not nearly all the test items use bubbles. In some
sec ons, le ers have to be blacked out. In others, pictures have When you order computer scoring for Level 2 bookto be ﬁlled in. It is unlikely that we will ever score Level 1 book- lets, we will send you a label for each student, which
lets by computer.
needs to be ﬁlled out and applied in the top right
corner on the front of each booklet. Use the horiOur replacement for Level 2, the Academic Progress Test, Level
zontal and ver cal lines on the booklet as guidelines.
2•4, is s ll available. However, at this point, we recommend
For the curriculum codes and ﬂag bubbles at the
Level 2 of the 1970 CAT because of its con nuity with the rest of
bo om of the label, see the administra on directhe 1970 CAT in other grade levels.
ons accompanying your order. Please use a dark
pencil or black pen. Red will disappear when we
scan the booklets.

To order computer scoring of Level 2
booklets, see Line 2 on the order form.
The autumn discount does apply to this
service.
Please be aware that, because of extra
me required for this scoring, turnaround
me may be 6-8 weeks instead of the
normal 3-4 weeks, especially in late
spring.

